
I AM GRATEFUL: DOG

I Am GRATEFUL Purpose: To appreciate the blessings in your life and know that 
you live in the flow of abundance and joy.

Do feel like you never have enough?
Do you focus on what is lacking and not working out?
Do you see a world of chaos and violence or one of love and serenity?
Are you ready to live in your full power and joy?

Let dog energy help!

Dog energy reminds you to love and appreciate your life and know that more blessings will be 
flowing in with ease and grace!

A grateful attitude definitely has the power to attract more to be grateful for, for that’s a 
universal law. What you give, you receive in kind. What you pay attention to expands. When 
you focus on gratitude, your vibrations naturally go up, as you can’t be stressed out and grateful 
at the same time.

Dogs are such shining and natural examples of living and appreciating each moment. They are 
overjoyed when we come home, and they love to play. Dogs represent love, protection, and loyalty. 
As faithful companions and reliable protectors, dogs unconditionally love their owners. People 
who are attracted to dogs are usually appreciative, steady, kind, and loving.

Dogs are very positive. They bless our lives. They are exactly where they wish to be, close to a 
human heart who will love and cherish them. Dogs always remind us to maintain our integrity 
and faithfulness with all the gentle souls that share our life, both human and animal.

Dogs symbolize the ability to devote ourselves to a spiritual path or personal ethic no matter 
the situation. Dogs are faithful and simply love and appreciate people, playing, and whatever 
is in their present moment.

As you color in your special I Am GRATEFUL Dogs, experience the presence, freeness, vitality, 
and beingness of the dog, and visualize being fully tapped into the infinite blessings of Universal 
Spirit, loving what is and trusting in what will be. With the discovery of each symbol, reconnect 
to your blessings and to universal energy.

I Am blessed. 
My life is filled with an abundance of goodness. 

The Universe supports me and all my desires. 
My gratitude is an absolute magnet for the manifestation of all that I desire. 

I Am grateful now, and that is keeping the door open for more blessings.

“There is a calmness to a life lived in gratitude, a quiet joy.” ~ Ralph H. Blum





EMPOWERING EACH OTHER & STAYING CONNECTED

Coloring and sharing empowers us all!

 On , join the community:  
http://www.facebook.com/HeARTandSoulColors/

  your insights and designs to us to possibly share on our website: 
abundance@gratituderocks.me

 Connect to us on:

 : http://www.instagram.com/heartandsoulcolors

 Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/heartandsoulcolors

 See what’s new in the world of Heart & Soul Colors by visiting our ! 
http://gratituderocks.org
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